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Violation(s) to be considered (check all that apply):
_cheating
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plagiarism

JD:
Year/Semester:

Date oflncident:

2019
Fall 2021
Fall

Fall 2019
9/14/2021
i

_ stealing

_ lying
__ forgery
_ failure to repo1t a violation
Description oflncident (Please attach appropriate documentation of the violation): _________

The student checks one of the following after meeting with the instructor to discuss the alleged violation:

J

I. I accept responsibility for the honor code violation described above, and I accept the following sanction(s)
imposed by the instructor:

In addition to the academic sanction imposed by the instructor the student will be required to attend a sanction
hearing. At a sanction hearing the Honor Council engages the student in a discussion of the violation and
decides whether additional sanctions of an educational nature are indicated.
IL I do not accept responsibility for the violation and request a hearing with the Honor Council to review this
case. (A member of the Council will contact the student.)

Signan1res:

r

I

Course instructors are asked to infonn their department chair when filing a repo1t.
Please check here to signify that you have infonned your chair: _X___

Send completed form to Dr. Elissa Derrickson, Dean of Undergraduate and Graduate Studies, Ml-! 145. All parties to
the incident may contact Honor Council Moderator, Mr. Mark Lee (.--c-2353) with any questions about the process.
Instructors are required to submit this form for all violations of the academic Honor Code. Hearings are scheduled
at the earliest possible date following receipt of thisfonn. Students for whom a violation has been reported will be
notified of the date, time, and location of the hearing. They are advised to review the process for Honor Council
hearings in the Community Standards Handbook.
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A Struggle to Survive
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In 1608 when a near fatal accident sent Captain John Smith back to England to re
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the colonists faced a disastrous period ah�ad of them. Just two years after fo
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promising prosperdus colony of Jaln.estown, Virginia, has become w is known as the
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v' � "starving time." The most well known argument for the downfall of the Jamestown colony was
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the major food shortage that they endured, leading to the deaths of hundreds of settlers. Arriving
at the English settlement, the initial colonists were not equipped for the manual labor they would
have to undergo nor were they informed of just how important preparation and agriculture would
be. Depending greatly on trade with the Native Americans, it wasn't long before serious
conflicts developed between them.
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Heading to the New World and building� along the James River (named after
King James I) appeared to be the �eric�dream. During this time England was experiencing a
bit of an economic crisis and therefore heading to Jamestown in search of monetary gain and
business boost to relieve its inflating

J�The English went with intentions of converting

the New World natives tol'C�stianity, to locate gold and a route to the riches of the Orient, and
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to export raw and manufactured goods. 1 Edward Maria Wingfield was amongst the first to arrive
in 1607 and was deemed President by fellow preselected leaders of the colony. Weighing out the
advantages and disadvantages of locations to build their settlement, the English chose Jamestown
Island. Its high, cleared land and naturally defensible location made for an ideal pick. The
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William M. Kelso, Jamestown, the buried truth, (Virginia: University of Virginia Press, 2006),
2.

